Naming Opportunities

Our Pet Project
BUILDING FOR OUR NEXT 100 YEARS
1. **SURGERY**
   - Surgical Center - $100,000
     The Surgical Center is where life-saving efforts and critical spay/neuter operations result in longer and higher-quality lives for our furry friends. With more than 3,000 surgeries performed each year, this is one of the busiest spots at the APA!
   - Surgical Suite (2) - $50,000 each
     Within the Surgical Center there will be two individual surgery suites available. Each suite will be designed and outfitted to provide state-of-the-art surgical care to every pet.
   - Post Op - $40,000
     The hour after surgery is the most important to ward off infection and promote healing. With this new post-op space, our furry friends will have a safe and comfortable space to recover, rest, and receive post-operative care.
   - X-Ray - $75,000
     Animals communicate with us in many ways, but they cannot “tell” us what is wrong. The x-ray room and equipment will give us vital information to ensure a treatment plan that is efficient, timely, and effective.
   - Procedure Room - $40,000
     The procedure room will be a flexible space that enables our veterinary team to perform the procedures that improve the quality of life for pets in our care, such as dental procedures, wound care, diagnostic procedures, and surgery preparation.

2. **CAT ROOM**
   - Cat Condos (5) - $10,000 each
     Cats, like people, need connection and community. Our cat condos are just the place: full of places to play, sleep, and make new friends. Our shared cat condos help our purrniest residents feel at home until they find their forever families.
   - Cat Get Acquainted Room - $50,000
     Pet relationships are like any relationship - there is a “get to know you” period. In our cat get acquainted room, people will have the opportunity to check out cats available for adoption (and be checked out by the cats, let's be honest). This warm and comfortable space will allow potential love matches to find each other!
   - Acknowledgement wall in the Cat Room - $1,000+ Prominently displayed in the Cat Room, we are pleased to acknowledge and celebrate all the major donors to this campaign!
   - Cat Suites (20) - $10,000 each
     Thousands of kittens and cats come through the APA each year. During their stay they will enjoy clean, bright, cozy cat suites that are designed specifically for everything a feline needs while they wait for their new family!

3. **DOG KENNELS**
   - Dog Kennels (19) - $10,000 each
     Thousands of adorable, and often boisterous dogs come through the APA’s Adoption Center each year. Adult dogs will spend some of their time in our new state-of-the-art kennels, which will be bright, easy to clean, bigger, and more flexible than ever. It’s a dog’s last stop on their journey home!
   - Acknowledgement wall in the Dog Kennel - $1,000+ Prominently displayed in the Dog Kennel, we are pleased to acknowledge and celebrate all the major donors to this campaign!

4. **PUPPY ROOM**
   - Small Pet Open Kennels (4) - $20,000 each
     The little guys and gals who make it to the APA have special needs. Most (if not all) have gone through major changes in their lives. The least we can offer them is an open kennel with animals their own size. We believe this promotes comfort and social connections that help the transition to a new life. It also lets potential adopters interact with the littlest residents!
   - Pup Kennels (8) - $10,000 each
     Have you ever had a puppy? If so, you know how unbelievably adorable and active they can be (until they collapse in exhaustion). At the height of puppy season, we can welcome up to 40 puppies each day! It is a little overwhelming, but with the proper resources to care for, feed, and house these puppies, we are up to the task! And we love them!

5. **CLINIC**
   - Waiting Room - $50,000
     No one enjoys waiting while their beloved pet is undergoing medical procedures. We can’t take the experience or stress away, but we can create a space that is comfortable and spacious enough for family and friends to wait it out together!
   - Vet Workspace - $10,000
     Our vets are superheroes and sheroes who save lives EVERY DAY! As a result of this campaign, we will provide them the space that reflects the high-quality work they do.
   - Exam Room (3) - $20,000
     Wellness is an important component of our work, reaching thousands of pets through our low-cost clinic services each year. New exam rooms with state-of-the-art equipment will help us provide the best care possible, helping pets live the happiest, healthiest life possible.

6. **ADOPITION CENTER**
   - Intake - $20,000
     We receive up to 4,000 animals each year and they come to us from all corners of the state, all physical conditions and from any number of positive or negative circumstances. Our intake space will be the first stop on a journey to a better life. We are sure of it!
   - Adoption Desks (4) - $10,000 each
     Adoption is the heart of what we do. These Adoption desks will be some of the most frequently used desks in the Adoption Center! Thousands of people sit here each year to begin the process of adding a new furry or feathered member to their family.

7. **OUTDOOR (NOT PICTURED ON MAP)**
   - Outdoor Play Yard (3) - $25,000 each
     If you have volunteered at the APA (or visited the office or even just walked by), you have seen and heard the outdoor play yard. This critically important space ensures our animals are worn out at the end of a long day of running, chasing, playing, and rolling. It is the favorite space in our entire campus for our animals.
   - Nature Walking Path - $15,000
     The new nature walking path behind the Adoption Center is important for both animals and our human volunteers. For dogs, it provides an important source of enrichment which is good for their cognitive and emotional health. Safety is a top priority, and the new path will be brightly lit (especially important on short, winter days), protected from nearby traffic, and beautiful to wander through.
BEHIND THE SCENES ANIMAL CARE

Volunteer Coordinator Office - $30,000
The APA is only able to achieve its amazing impact by leveraging the volunteer efforts of hundreds of volunteers each year. From children who raise funds with a lemonade stand, to foster families to dog walkers. This office houses the coordinator who will pull all these many volunteer efforts together for our pets!

Parvo Isolation - $25,000
While the APA does everything in its power to give puppies a fair shake from the very beginning, sometimes puppies arrive to us sick and in need of life-saving care. Parvo, a highly communicable and painfully common life-threatening virus, is one of those times. The isolation room is essential in the fight to save puppies with this illness and protect the rest of the pets in the Adoption Center.

Evaluation - $30,000
This is the busiest room in the Adoption Center. EVERY animal that comes through our doors, comes through our evaluation room. It's where health and personality are assessed. From worms to mange to cancer – we can only help animals after we understand their needs.

Grooming - $20,000
We like to think looks don't matter, but a well-groomed pet is much more likely to be adopted. There may not be a scientific study, but we have ample anecdotal evidence! This new grooming space will ensure our animals are looking (and feeling!) their best.

Quarantine Room - $40,000
After the year we have had, we don't need to explain the necessity of a quarantine room. We are all too familiar with the concept! This room will ensure that no matter what the affliction, it will start and end with one animal, keeping the rest of our residents safe.

Quarantine Kennels (5) - $5,000 each
Each pet deserves its own private space to heal and recover. Our quarantine kennels will be state of the art, easy to clean, and cozy for the residents. These kennels are essential in helping us keep pets safe!

Nursery - $75,000
The nursery is a special place where our mamas give birth and recover in a safe, clean space. Because of the number of pregnant and nursing mama dogs we see each year, we are tripling our nursery space. This beautiful and bright new space will be a peaceful place for mamas and their babies away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life at the Adoption Center.

Nursery Suites (2) - $20,000 each
Inside our new and expanded nursery will be three private and serene nursery suites, where mama dogs and their babies can snuggle, bond, and quietly get to know one another. These suites will be warm and inviting, quiet and peaceful.

Outdoor Nursery Space - $20,000
Fresh air and sunshine are as important for new dog mamas as they are for human mamas. This new outdoor nursery space will ensure our moms have a safe space to be outside, where they won't be exposed to other dogs and their germs!

Dog Intake - $40,000
The APA takes any animal that is brought to our door, making it necessary for us to have adequate space for the dog intake process. Because the APA transfers in more than a thousand pets each year, this room serves as the first soft bed and safe space for a lot of our incoming dogs.

Flexible Care Space (1) - $20,000
When you are open to caring for any pet that needs you, it is important to have flexible care space for every situation, whether it be a pet recovering from surgery, in need of extra medical care, or even just a little time to gain weight and get as healthy as possible before adoption. This space will help us provide whatever a pet needs when they come to us for help.

LOWER LEVEL

Cat Intake/Isolation (3) - $10,000 each
In our newly renovated lower level, cats will have these quiet rooms to adjust to the Adoption Center, where before our feline residents were in a room right next to our canine ones (you can imagine the ruckus they heard), they are now welcomed to the APA in a designated “cats only” space!

Laundry - $5,000
Okay, okay, we’ll say it: pets can be messy. Whether it’s a dog or cat bed covered in a little fuzz, warm towels used to snuggle the newest arrivals, or durable toys well-loved but in need of sanitizing, the APA’s laundry space is an essential place in the Adoption Center.

UPPER LEVEL (A NEW ADDITION)

Conference Room - $30,000
In our brand-new upper-level addition, the APA’s team will have new and ample space to gather. This conference room will be headquarters for team meetings, adoption, and program planning, and meetings to discuss our pets and their needs.

Offices (3) - $10,000 each
By moving key offices like Development and Education upstairs, we are making room to care for more animals on our main level. These new offices will be light, bright, and ready to inspire our team members for the work ahead.

Breakroom/Kitchen - $10,000
Just like our pets, our people need a space to rest, recharge, and have a meal. Our new breakroom and kitchen will be just that place!

Patio - $10,000
Our upper-level patio will be the place to gather, allowing our team to have access to a quiet outdoor space, to keep a birds-eye look out at our outdoor dog runs, and to bring pets who are helping upstairs in the office out for some fresh air.